Tyrosinase stabilization by Tyrp1 (the brown locus protein).
Mammalian melanogenesis is regulated directly or indirectly by over 85 distinct loci. The Tyr/albino locus, in which mutations cause a lack of pigmentation, encodes tyrosinase (Tyr), the critical and rate-limiting melanogenic enzyme. Other melanogenic enzymes include Tyrp1 (or TRP1) and 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine-chrome tautomerase (Dct or TRP2) encoded at the Tyrp1/brown and Dct/slaty loci, respectively. Murine Tyrp1 can oxidize 5, 6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid (DHICA) produced by Dct, but mutations in Tyrp1 also affect the catalytic functions of Tyr. All three enzymes are membrane-bound melanosomal proteins with similar structural features and are thought to interact within and stabilize a melanogenic complex. We have now further investigated the effect of a Tyrp1(b) mutation on Tyr stability. Pulse/chase labeling experiments show that Tyr is degraded more quickly in Tyrp1(b) mutant melanocytes than in melanocytes wild type at that locus. This reduced stability of Tyr can be partly rescued by infection with the wild type Tyrp1 gene, and this is accompanied by phenotypic rescue of infected melanocytes. In sum, these results suggest that, in addition to its catalytic function in oxidizing DHICA, Tyrp1 may play an important role in stabilizing Tyr, a second potential role in the regulation of melanin formation.